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The clock
reads
eight,
the room
is neither
awake
asleep,
I was
finally
dropping
off to
sleep when
the nor
phone
dinged. Three texts in quick
succession, and then the ringing. I thought it might be the hospital, so I groped for it and
The curtains dance with the wind of the night.
picked it up. Down the line came noise and bonhomie.
The clock reads nine, the nurse enters the room,
“Julie! Sorry, did I wake you up?” Not the hospital. A voice from the past. Stephen
MacIntyre,
myspeaks
ex-boyfriend's
best mate.
The
words she
do not match
the movements of her mouth…
“ Steve, it’s 3 a.m.what do you think?”
The clock reads ten, sudden darkness has hushed the room,
I could hear music - AC/DC, the Golden Years - switched off abruptly.
The glow of the bedside candle has dissolved into black.
“Oh, right," he said. “I thought... you’d be up studying or something.”
The clock reads eleven, sleep takes no invitations,
Sure. I waited, yawning. Soon Stevo and the boys would launch into what they
The
darkness
is ina monster,
hidingSiri
reality.
wanted.
Back
the days before
and Alexa - both, I notice, programmed with obliging
female voices on call 24/7 - I was the go-to information channel for these guys. Julie!
The clock reads twelve, his brain leaks memories,
Listen, does three of a kind beat a full house? Julie! What’s the punchline to that joke about
The family and the battlefield are awaiting his return.
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The clock reads one, sudden thirst grips his body,
The body that has carried heavy artillery and loved ones in its arms.
The clock reads two, the room brings a gust of chilling wind,
The breeze bites the throbbing heat in his head.
The clock has lost sense of time, his brain becomes numb,
The thoughts no longer carry meaning and the senses no longer serve purpose…
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